The Role of France in 19 th Century Latin America
Paris was a centre of Latin American culture and politics between Independence and World War II. For more than 100 years the city attracted members of the intellectual, political and social elite from every Latin American country. First traces of this Francophilia of the Creole elite date back to the Age of Enlightenment and the French Revolution. In the course of the Latin American Independence and the following process of state formation, France ascended a key role for politics and culture in all former Spanish and Portu-guese colonies. Reasons for this development can be found in a similarity of the political situation in France and the Iberian Peninsula in the late 18 th century. Until then, absolute catholic monarchs had ruled on both sides of the Pyrenees. Hence, the leaders of Latin American independence movements faced the same questions as French revolutionaries several years before: how should a future state without a king and without privileges for clergy and aristocracy be organised? How could the new sovereign -the nation -be represented and how should its will be enunciated? 1 Answers to these issues were only delivered by France. Regarding the incomparableness of the English or the American Revolution, no other country offered a similar example for the transformation of a catholic Ancien Regime. Furthermore, the concentration on French models was owed to an intellectual dissociation from the ancient colonial powers Portugal and Spain. Despite the fact that this eman cipation was often experienced as the search of a particular American culture, it was an adoption of French models in many cases.
In the course of this development, Latin American intellectuals, politicians and rich families did not content themselves with the import of French goods and ideas but undertook personal voyages to the centre of the ad mired culture. Journeys to Paris virtually became an obligation for everyone interested in progress or belonging to the elite. 2 The present article attempts to 
Preliminary Note on the Statistical Data
Three main difficulties underlie a statistical analysis of the Latin American community in Paris. As a result of the inconsistent designation of this group by the municipal authorities, these problems can be summed up in three questions: Who was registered? Where did the registration take place? How were the registered persons classified?
The first question touches on the constant change of the community. Since the official statistics do not contain any information regarding the duration of stay of the individuals considered, it is impossible to distinguish between those with a permanent residence in Paris and visitors. Assuming that not everyone completed the obligatory registration, a difference between the number of people that were registered and the actual size of the population is probable.
A second problem arises from the varying scope of the censuses. Whereas before 1914 statistical data was collected exclusively in the city of Paris, the figures from the interwar period cover the entire former Seine department. However, as the Parisian suburbs never accommodated a large number of Latin American inhabitants, the potential deviance in this respect can be considered negligible. 4 Thirdly, coherent documentation is complicated by the imprecise and varying designation of Americans by the French authorities. While the censuses of the Second French Empire (1852-1870) did not contain any national distinction of foreigners in Paris, the early censuses of the Third Republic at least distinguished between North and South Americans (without indicating in which group Mexicans were included).
5 A first distinction of North Ameri- 3 The territory of the ancient Seine department was divided among the four new departments Paris, Hauts-de-Seine, Seine-Saint-Denis and Val-de-Marne in 1968. 4 The wealthy suburb Neuilly-sur-Seine, for example, counted only 77 Latin Americans in 1904, whereas almost 6,000 Latin Americans lived in Paris at the same time. Whereas the Second Empire made no distinction regarding the origins of foreigners in Paris, 11 the censuses of the 1870s and 1880s distinguished between North and South Americans. It is possible to estimate the number of Latin Americans in Paris for this time by looking at the first detailed distinction of Latin and U.S. Americans in 1891 and the former distinction made in 1833: in both years the proportion of Latin to U.S. Americans in Paris was 2:3. For example, the 1833 census contained 500 South Americans and 750 U.S. citizens, meaning a proportion of 40 % and 60 % of the total 1,250 Americans in the city. Although both groups had grown noticeably by 1891, their proportion stayed almost the same: the total number of South Americans and Mexicans was 3,369, while 4,237 U.S. citizens were counted. This meant there was a total of 7,606 Americans in Paris with a similar ratio of 44 % from Latin America and 56 % from the United States.
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As a consequence of these barely changed values it seems legitimate to assume the same proportion of 2:3 for Latin and U.S. American populations in the early years of the Third Republic. Even though variations over the decades cannot be ruled out, there is no indication for a remarkable boost or decline in the numbers of travellers from the Americas to Paris between 1833 and 1872.
An application of this proportion to the years from 1872-1886 leads to the following results for the city of Paris: A comparison of the number of Latin and U.S. Americans in the city in the early 20 th century shows that the assumed proportion of 2:3 had changed considerably to 70:30 (1901) and 50:50 (1911) . 15 This period is followed by some uncertainty with the census of 1906 only containing the broad entry "Améri-cains: 8.520". 16 A careful estimation would suggest that a population of approximately 4,500 Latin Americans seems likely. Nevertheless, this figure represents the most uncertain value in the documentation for the period 1870-1940.
The last pre-war census of 1911 provides a more accurate distinction of the different groups of Americans. Since it again remains unclear whether Mexicans were treated as North or South Americans, the size of the Latin American community can only be equated with the number of South Americans. However, the large number of "Autres Américains" suggests an inclusion of more than just Canadians in this category. Thus the number of Latin Americans is probably too low, supposing that Mexicans were excluded: The increasing number of journeys made between Latin America and Paris can be explained by enhancements in transport and communications engineering, particularly the laying of the first transatlantic telegraph cable and the regular use of steamboats from the middle of the 19 th century. Both developments reduced the distance between Europe and the Americas and made travelling across the Atlantic faster and more comfortable. 18 Furthermore, the political and economic consolidation in Latin America around 1870 has to be taken into account. It seems logical that in the course of the establishment of a bourgeoisie and a class of wealthy tradesmen the number of potential travellers grew in all Latin American countries. 
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Previous studies have regarded World War I as "une véritable débâcle dans la colonie sud-américaine de Paris". 24 Although there is no statistical data to prove this hypothesis, the evacuation of a large number of Latin Americans has been verified by many contemporary witnesses. 25 Nevertheless, the idea of a complete absence of Latin Americans in Paris during the war seems false. 
Thirdly, the documentation shows a collapse of the Latin American community in Paris due to the Great Depression. When the consequences of the worldwide economic crisis became more and more serious, many Latin American governments stopped the flow of private funds from their countries. The situation for rich expatriates living in Paris from fortunes at home was once more worsened after the French treasury charged the incomes of such rentiers with an extraordinary tax: "Ce fut la fuite. Tous déguerpirent!" 30 To sum up, the statistical data from the late Third Republic depicts two very different decades ( fig. 2) . Whereas the Latin American community in Paris grew during the 1920s and reached an all-time-high of more than 15,000 persons, Latin American life in the French capital broke down remarkably in the early 1930s. The scale of this group constantly diminished and fell back to the level of the 1890s. The fact that even the peak during the années folles went largely unnoticed by the public was obviously due to its coincidence with the historical maximum of the population of Paris, which reached almost 3 million at the same time. In comparison to this number, Latin Americans only represented 0.5 % of the population. Even the largest Latin American community in Paris in 1924 hardly exceeded the number of Luxembourgers in the City of Light. 32 As a result of this, the constant augmentation of the numbers travelling to Europe seems only consequential.
National Composition
The lack of detailed information on Latin American nationalities in 19 th century Paris does not allow any quantification of national contingents within this group before World War I. However, several indirect references suggest a domination of the Latin American presence by Brazilians.
Indications for this hypothesis can be found in two early treatises on foreigners in Paris dating back to the July Monarchy and the Second Empire. When the collection Les étrangers à Paris was published in 1846, the chapter on foreigners from South and Central America was exclusively dedicated to Brazilians. No other Latin American nations were mentioned. This description of Brazilians under lined in particular their wealth and prosperity: "Tout Brésilien qui n'est pas planteur de sucre est actionnaire d'une compagnie pour l'exploitation des mines." 33 As their affluence mainly depended on slavery, the group was described as being used to the subordination of lower social ranks and therefore often irritated by the manners of Parisian coachmen and waiters. The chapter ended with praise for Brazilian industriousness and This pre-eminence of Brazilians in the Latin American life of 19 th century Paris is confirmed by a guidebook for travellers from 1867, when the Brazilian population of the city was declared to be the most important local Hispanic American group. 34 Again, no other Latin American nation in Paris was taken into account. The author even pointed out that Parisians were not aware of the presence of people from Santiago de Chile, Lima or Havana in their city because of the overwhelming dominance of Brazilians. The text once again mentioned great wealth as the outstanding characteristic of this group and concluded with the statement: "On admire parfois la grâce parfaite avec laquelle les Américains jettent l'argent par les fenêtres." 35 Further proof of this strong Brazilian element is found in a list of foreign newspapers in Paris from 1868. This register of imported newspapers authorized by the French Ministry of the Interior contained 23 newspapers from Latin America, amongst them not less than 11 from Brazil. For instance, the Jornal do Comercio (Rio de Janeiro) alone reached Paris everyday with a print run of more than 1,100 copies. 36 Although news from the biggest Latin American country presumably found French readers too, the large-scale distribution of this lusophone journal clearly indicates a substantial Brazilian readership in Paris. Their eminent position amongst Latin American nations in the city was confirmed by the early publication of an independent Brazilian newspaper in the French capital. the subject. The persons taken into account were divided into the following national groups: 38 These proportions of Latin American nations in France largely corresponded to their overall populations at that time. 39 Considering that a journey to Paris was the main motivation for a voyage to France, comparable contingents of Latin American nations in the capital are highly probable. The dominance of the Parisian community by Brazilians was conclusively emblematised in a statement of the Chilean writer Joaquín Edwards Bello (1887-1968) in the early 20 th century: "En general a todos los americanos del Sur nos llaman en París des brési liens." 40 With regard to all these indications it seems impossible that any other Latin American nation was able to rival the number of Brazilians in the French capital before 1914.
Reasons for this dominance can be seen in the relative stability of the political and economic development of Brazil after the failed rebellions of the 1840s. In contrast to all Spanish American neighbouring countries, the funds and properties of the Brazilian oligarchy had never been destroyed by a war of independence. 41 Furthermore, export trade in sugar, coffee and natural rubber benefited from a geographical advantage over landlocked countries like Paraguay and Bolivia or Pacific Rim states as Chile and Peru. In contrast to these countries, all major Brazilian cities were Atlantic seaports with relevance for long-distance traffic.
38 "Los extranjeros en Francia": América en París, Paris, no. 27, February 15 th 1892, p. 34. 39 The most populous Latin American countries in 1900 were Brazil (17,3 m), Mexico (13,6 m), Argentina (4,7 m), Peru and Colombia (both 3,8 m). Cf. Brea, "Population Dynamics" (note 32), p. 7. 40 Cf. González Errázuriz, Aquellos años franceses (note 9), p. 306. 41 Cf. König, Kleine Geschichte Lateinamerikas (note 19), p. 429-436, 482f. great distances involved, Latin American women in Paris lived relatively free from patriarchal control and social surveillance and enjoyed a larger degree of self-fulfilment than in the more strictly regulated environment of their hometowns. Furthermore, the French capital offered a greater choice of legitimate places for amusement and intellectual activities for women, many of whom seized these opportunities for literary production. A remarkable opus was left, for example, by the Colombian publicist Soledad Acosta de Samper (1833-1913) whose works were published in Bogotá as well as in Paris or the writers Lindaura Anzoátegui de Campero (1846-1898) from Bolivia, María Cruz (1876-1915) from Guatemala and the Argentinean Eduarda Mansilla de García (1835-1892). 48 Evidence of this emancipating impact on Latin American women can also be found in the discourse on women's rights and education in Latin American newspapers in Paris, frequently promoted by female readers themselves, and culminating in the publication of the women's magazine Elegancias on fashion and lifestyle on the eve of World War I. Considering this, it seems no wonder that Veridiana da Silva Prado (1825-1910) from São Paulo was "bathed in tears" 49 when she left Paris in 1897. The earliest numerical evidence for this development is found in the French census of 1896. The municipal authorities counted amongst all 3,595 Latin Americans in Paris 1,887 men (52.5 %) and 1,708 women (47.5 %).
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This sex ratio also appeared in the censuses of 1901 (52.0 % women) and 1911 (50.7 % women) and reveals a profound change of the Latin American community in Paris during the early Third Republic. Whereas Latin American life in the city under the rule of Napoleon III was still dominated by unmarried young men, their community clearly consisted of couples and families after 1870. A further indication for this change can be found in the advertisements in Latin American newspapers in Paris which offered an abundance of hotels and travel programmes "especialmente para esas familias que pertenezcan a la colonia sur-americana y que residen en París". 51 This analysis can be exemplified by a micro-study of the Paraguayans who remained in the city in 1939. 55 Of the 15 individuals listed by the French police, not more than 5 were women. Furthermore, Carlos and Marguerite Bareiro were the only married couple, whereas the different surnames of all other persons allow the assumption that they had no familial relationships. Another typical attribute can be seen in the young age of the group. Its members had mainly been born between 1909 and 1919 and were in their twenties at the time. The near complete absence of children also becomes evident when looking at the Paraguayans: Lydia Jorba Rius (1923-?) from Asunción was part of a group that included only one child. The case of the Paraguayans can therefore be considered typical of the whole Latin American community in Paris at the eve of World War II.
Social Structure
At the end of the 19 th century, Latin American passengers to Europe could plan their route with the help of Antonio B. Massioti's guidebook which contained the following advice for travellers to Paris: "Condiciones indispensables a todo viajero en París: Dinero, salud, discreción y tiempo." 56 The order in which these requirements were noted was far from being random. As Massioti's cost report shows, one week in Parisian hotels, bars and cafés could swallow up to 550 francs per person, without counting the cost of tours by carriage, tramway, boat trips on the Seine or entrance to concerts and museums. When one considers the fact that the passage from Buenos Aires to Europe cost around 750 francs for first class travellers and approximately 350 francs for passengers in second class, it becomes clear that only very rich people could afford family trips of several weeks, months or even years to the French capital. Contemporary Latin American descriptions of Paris even included warnings to young adventurers without sufficient means to stay away from the city because of its enormous costs. 57 Accordingly, the image of an extraordinarily wealthy community presented by many reports on Latin Americans in Paris is no surprise. An abundance of sources depicts the sojourns of super-rich business tycoons and agrarian magnates from all South and Central American countries whose luxury ways of life fascinated European observers. Exceptional admiration was for example paid to "el maravilloso hotel de la Sra. Beistegui situado en los Campos Elíseos."
58 In 1893, this Mexican lady had bought a domicile on the city's most prestigious avenue, "solo con el objeto de demolerle y fabricar un invernadero colosal, para aclimatar todas las flores tropicales; y donde por la noche, se ponen en juego numerosos surtidores luminosos."
59 Similar respect was gained by the Cuban landowner Panchito Álvarez, who enjoyed a care-free life in his Parisian mansion due to an exorbitant income from a tobacco plantation, and the magnate Blasco Ibañez from Argentina who amazed European friends by enumerating his weapons, automobiles, ranches and ships in faraway Patagonia.
60 These examples and the following self description point out to which extent the Creole elite was an important element of the Parisian high society:
"Los americanos del Sud ocupan un lugar importante en la alta sociedad parisiense. Aman el lujo, la esplendidez, los placeres, y contribuyen en gran parte al brillo, animación y encanto de París. [...] Son los americanos del Sud, no hay que olvidarlo, los que dan movimiento a la gran vida, los que organizan las más suntuosas fiestas, quienes toman las localidades a altos precios para las primeras representaciones de sensación; quienes compran aderezos de cien mil francos; quienes hacen encargos a los artistas y pagan sumas fabulosas por los cuadros más preciados en las ventas célebres. Son ellos, por último, los que, de todos los exóticos, traen el contigente más considerable a lo superfluo y al fausto de la capital y hacen, en estos momentos, circular el dinero que el rigor de los tiempos ha enrarecido en nuestras bolsas." 61 When many Latin Americans left the city during the Great Depression, a Parisian commentator therefore regretted the loss of a group who had enriched the city "au grand bénéfice de nos industries de luxe".
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In contrast to this, the number of Latin Americans in Paris who lived in more humble social conditions was marginal. Throughout the period being considered, not more than a handful appeared in the municipal statistics on poverty, delinquency or unemployment. Alike, only a few Latin American bohemians were described as part of the nonconformist milieu of artists in the 58 Latin Quarter before World War I, 63 whereas in later years an exiguous number were convicted in criminal proceedings. Unemployed Latin Americans in Paris did not appear in the statistics until the late 1930s. In summary, the number of lower class Latin Americans in the French capital was so small that it had no effect on the general image of a very wealthy and extravagant community. 64 Compared to the thousands of poor Spaniards, Italians, Belgians, Germans, Polish or Russians living in Paris at the same time, the status of most Latin Americans made their group unique amongst the foreign nationals in the city. 65 For at least seven decades, Paris accommodated the social, political and intellectual elite of all Hispanic American countries and Brazil.
Residential Areas in Paris
An evidence-based localisation of Latin Americans in Paris has only been carried out for the residential neighbourhoods of Cuban exiles in the late 19 th century. Paul Estrade could deduce from an address list of 160 Cubans that they largely preferred the expensive and elegant quarters of the city around Étoile and Champs-Élysées. 66 A similar conclusion based upon a limited number of domiciles was drawn by Fey and González Errázuriz for the wider Latin American community.
In contrast to these snapshots of single nations or individuals, the censuses of 1891, 1901 and 1926 provide a detailed insight into the spatial distribution of this group over the municipal area and allow to identify their shares of the total population in each arron dissement (tab. 3). The census of 1891 shows a concentration of Latin Americans on the right bank of the Seine. The arrondissements VIII, IX, XVI and XVII accommo- Despite this concentration, the strong presence of Latin Americans in the wealthy western parts of the French capital cannot hide the fact that their number was marginal in reference to the total population. Still at its peak during the mid-1920s the proportion of Latin Americans in the city was only 1 in 400 and even in the preferred XVI th arrondissement they represented only 1 % of the population in 1901 and 1926. In light of this, the idea of an own Latin American quarter or merely a street in the Paris of the Third Republic can be excluded.
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Conclusion
The interpretation of statistical data and secondary sources has shown a stable growth of the Latin American community in Paris between 1870 and 1930. Although a movement of travellers from Latin America to the French capital can already be identified in earlier years, the number of South and Central Americans in the city did not rise considerably before the last third of the 19 th century. Only after the proclamation of the Third Republic is a remarkable population increase up to 4,000 persons detectable. Whereas no statistical data is available for the years from 1914-1918, the interwar period marked the peak of the Latin American presence in Paris. In 1924, their community reached its largest extent with more than 15,000 people. From the early 1930s this scale diminished dramatically as a consequence of the Great Depression. At the eve of World War II the number of Latin Americans in Paris had sunk back to the level of the 1890s. The question of seasonal fluctuations has to remain open due to a lack of statistical data, but in light of the multiple reports on Latin Americans in seaside resorts in France and abroad it seems probable that their number in Paris was lower from July to September. With regard to nationalities, a Brazilian domination of the Latin American presence could be demonstrated for the whole 19 th century. Only in the early 1920s was their number surpassed by Argentineans. Overall, the national contingents of Latin American countries in Paris corresponded to their contemporary population sizes and no nation was represented either over or under proportionally.
A subsequent look at the age and sex ratio of Latin Americans in Paris has then proved that their community was largely based on families. This fact stands in stark contrast to the time before 1870 when their presence was principally dominated by unmarried young men. The analysis of the social structure has revealed the great wealth of most Latin Americans in Paris. Even though they represented a very small community in comparison to European expatriate groups, their social and intellectual background set them apart from most other foreign visitors of the city. Presumably no second foreign community in Paris was composed of members of the elite to a similar extent. This hypothesis is supported by the concentration of Latin American residences in the most fashionable quarters on the right bank of the Seine throughout the period taken into consideration.
A comparison of these results with the development of the Latin American community after 1945 highlights the unique importance of Paris for this continent during the Third Republic. Even the arrival of refugees fleeing military dictatorships in Argentina, Chile, Brazil and Peru in the second half of the 20 th century did not lead to a number of Latin Americans in Paris similar to that of the 1920s. 70 The fact that the municipal authorities only counted persons with a permanent residence suggests that a great number of temporary Latin American visitors escaped official registration. Notwithstanding, the documented figures alone illustrate that the presence of Latin Americans in Paris has never been stronger than during the seven decades of the Third Republic.
